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QCD is a key part of the Standard Model but quark 
confinement is a complication/interesting feature.

CDF
Cross-sections calculated at 
high energy using QCD pert. th. 
NLO have ~5% errors. Also 
parton distribution function and 
hadronisation uncertainties

But properties of hadrons 
calculable from QCD if fully 
nonperturbative calc. is done - 
can test QCD and determine 
parameters very accurately (1%).
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Rates for simple weak or em quark 
processes inside hadrons also calculable, 
but not multi-hadron final states. 

ALEPH
Bs→ Dse−ν

(DS→ K+K−π+)Compare to 
exptl rate 
gives         , 
tests Standard 
Model 

Vqq�

q emits W 
and changes 
to 

Vqq�
CKM 
element

q and    
annihilate

q�

q�

Vqq�

CKM 
element
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Lattice QCD =  fully nonperturbative 
QCD calculation 
RECIPE
• Generate sets of gluon fields for 
Monte Carlo integrn of Path Integral
(inc effect of u, d, s (+ c) sea quarks)
• Calculate averaged “hadron 
correlators” from valence q props. 

• Determine      and fix       to get 
results in physical units.

a mq

• Fit as a function of time to obtain 
masses and simple matrix elements

a
• extrapolate to                               
for real world

a = 0, mu,d = phys
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Example parameters for calculations now being done. 
Lots of different formalisms for handling quarks.

real 
world

min 
mass 
of u,d 
quarks

Need volume:

mu,d ≈ ms/10

mu,d ≈ ms/27

“2nd generation” 
lattices inc. c 
quarks in sea

mπL > 3
 0
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a2 / fm2

MILC imp. staggered, 2+1
RBC/UKQCD DW, 2+1

PACS-CS, clover, 2+1
BMW, stout clover, 2+1

ETMC, 2+1+1
MILC HISQ, 2+1+1 Highly improved 

staggered quarks -
very accurate 
discretisation - 
developed and used 
by us 
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Hadron correlation functions (‘2point functions’) give 
masses and decay constants. 

�0|H†(T )H(0)|0� =
�

n

Ane
−mnT

hadron 
masses

|�0|H|n�|2

2mn�0|ψγ0γ5ψ|M� = fMmM

For charged pseudoscalars

decay constant parameterises 
amplitude to annihilate to a W 
in leptonic decay - a property of 
the meson calculable in QCD

Vector mesons have 
similar decay constant 
parameterising 
annihilation to a photon.
Accurate experimental 
info. for f and m for 
gold-plated mesons!

QCD HH
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Example (state-of-the-art) calculation 

R. Dowdall et al, HPQCD in preparation,
used DiRAC phase 2. 

Extract meson mass and 
amplitude=decay constant 
from correlator for multiple 
lattice spacings and mu/d

Convert decay constant 
to GeV units using a. Fit 
as a function of meson 
mass and a to obtain 
continuum physical 
result.
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The gold-plated meson spectrum - HPQCD 

2008

CDF 
2005

HPQCD
0909.4462

HPQCD
1008.4018
error 3 MeV
- em effects
important!

HPQCD
1112.2590

 2011

older predcns: I. Allison et al, hep-lat/0411027, A. Gray et al, hep-lat/0507013
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Summary of results on decay constants - HPQCD
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Lattice QCD predictions
Lattice QCD postdictions

experiment

More work needed on vector (electromagnetic) decay constants

 2012
B → τν
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Vud Vus Vub
π→ lν K→ lν B→ πlν

K→ πlν
Vcd Vcs Vcb

D→ lν Ds→ lν B→ Dlν
D→ πlνD→ Klν
Vtd Vts Vtb

�Bd|Bd� �Bs|Bs�





Weak decays probe meson structure and quark couplings

Need precision lattice QCD to get accurate CKM 
elements to test Standard Model. 

Vus

K

ν

Expt = CKM x theory(QCD)

If  Vab known, compare lattice to expt to test QCD (as on 
previous slide)

Br(M → µν) ∝ V 2
abf

2
M

CKM matrix
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ν

Ds

Vcs
Results for Ds meson

Run: 202742
Event: 98595

Ks

Ks         
+   +  Tag

1630804-076

CLEO-c
Ds → µν

Ds → Kπππ

The extrapolated result at the physical point, fDs;phys is
0.2480(19) GeV with a !2=dof of 0.2 for 11 degrees of
freedom. The fit is robust to changes in the fitting function:

(i) changing the prior on all the ci (including c1) to 0.0
(5) changes fDs;phys by 0:8" and increases the error
by 30%.

(ii) adding or subtracting two powers of a2 into the sum
on j in Eq. (19) does not change fDs;phys or its error.

(iii) adding an extra power of discretization errors into
both the linear and quadratic sea-quark mass de-
pendent terms makes no difference.

(iv) missing out the sea-quark mass dependence alto-
gether changes fDs;phys by 0:2" but increases the !2

value to 0.3.
(v) Changing all the #x values by 10% in either direc-

tion makes no appreciable difference, nor does
changing them within their error bars on, for ex-
ample, the ultrafine or fine lattices.

(vi) missing out the very coarse lattice results does not
change fDs;phys; missing out the very coarse and the
coarse shifts fDs;phys by 0:3" (1 MeV).

(vii) missing out the ultrafine result shifts fDs;phys by
0:4" (1 MeV).

Figure 10 shows the results plotted against the square of
the lattice spacing. The line is the fit curve for the physical
sea-quark mass values (i.e. #xl ! #xs ! 0). The shaded
band is then the final physical result including the full error
of 1.0% (2.5 MeV), to be discussed below and broken
down into its component parts in Table V.

We construct the error budget as before, separating the
error of 1.9 MeV resulting from the extrapolation to the

physical point into its components of statistical error, r1=a
error and errors from extrapolation in the lattice spacing
and in the sea-quark masses. Here the contributions from
statistical errors and the different extrapolation errors are
comparable.
The error in the physical value of r1 is 0.7%. This

becomes a 0.6% error in fDs
when the effects of r1 on

shifting the value of m$s
are taken into account. The effect

of the 0.6% uncertainty in the physical value of m$s
can

similarly be estimated from the dependence of fDs
on the

$s mass at 0.1%. The uncertainty in fDs
from the uncer-

tainty in the value of the $c mass is negligible. The error
from working on a finite spatial volume instead of infinite
volume is estimated at 0.1% from comparing finite and
infinite volume chiral perturbation theory. It is clear from
our results (see Table III) that we see no significant volume
dependence within our 0.5% statistical errors, which is in
agreement with chiral perturbation theory, but that pro-
vides a stronger constraint.
The size of electromagnetic effects inside the Ds can be

bounded by the size of these effects on the $c. By allowing
for an electromagnetic contribution to the heavy quark
potential we estimate that f$c

could be increased by up

to 0.4% by these effects. Since theDs has one quark of half
the electromagnetic charge and is also much larger, so less
sensitive to short-distance electromagnetic effects, we con-
servatively take an error of 0.1% from internal electromag-
netic effects [43].
The error resulting from missing c quarks in the sea can

also be bounded by the size of such effects on f$c
. In

Sec. III A we discussed a comparison between the hyper-
fine potential in charmonium and that induced by adding c
quarks in the sea. The hyperfine potential causes the dif-
ference between fJ=c and f$c

, which we will see in the

next section is very small, 3%. The c-in-the-sea potential
is 280 times smaller and so will produce a completely
negligible effect on f$c

and therefore also on fDs
.

Figure 11 shows the results for fDs
as a function of the

sea light quark mass, normalized to the strange mass as in
Eq. (A3). The lines show the fitted curves at the appropriate
values of lattice spacing and sea strange quark mass, along
with the final physical curve and final result with error
band. No significant dependence on sea-quark masses is
seen.
Our final result for fDs

is 0.2480(25) GeV, to be com-

pared to the October 2010 average from the Heavy Flavor
Averaging Group of 0.2573(53) GeV [25].

C. f!c

Here we study the remaining independent quantity that
can be extracted from the pseudoscalar correlators calcu-
lated here, the decay constant of the $c meson. Although
this cannot be directly related to any process measurable in
experiment, it can be compared between lattice QCD
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FIG. 10 (color online). Results for the Ds decay constant tuned
to the correct c and s mass on each ensemble as a function of the
square of the lattice spacing. The line shows the result of the fit at
the physical value for the sea-quark masses, as described in the
text. The shaded band gives our final result with the full error bar
as described in the text.
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conserved axial current so no renormalization issues.
ETMC include only the effect of u and d quarks in the
sea, however, and it is not clear what systematic error to
take for missing s quarks that are there in the real world.
We cannot use perturbative arguments, as we have done
here to account for the missing c quarks in the sea. ETMC
are now improving their calculations to include both s and
c sea quarks [50].

The experimental results shown on Fig. 16 are the
October 2010 averages from the Heavy Flavor Averaging
Group [25], using recent CLEO [21–23], BABAR [24,26]
and Belle [15] results from measurement of the Ds ! !"
and Ds ! #" decay rates. To determine fDs

from experi-
ment the measured leptonic branching fraction, corrected
for electromagnetic radiation [43], is used in

fDs
! 1

GFjVcsjml"1#m2
l =m

2
Ds
$

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8$B"Ds ! l"$

mDs
#Ds

s
: (21)

Avalue for Vcs must be assumed. In the past Vcs ! Vud has
often been taken (see, for example, [21]), assuming 2% 2
CKM unitarity. HFAG take the 2010 Particle Data Tables
result for Vcs (0.97345(16)) from a full CKM matrix uni-
tarity fit [25,37]. These two alternatives for Vcs differ at the
level of 0.1% which is irrelevant here.

It is clear from Fig. 16 that there is no longer any
significant ‘‘fDs

puzzle’’ [51] since the discrepancy

between our lattice QCD result and the world average of
experiment (257.3(5.3) MeV) is 1:6%. The average of
experimental results in the #" channel (252.4(6.9) MeV)
and our value agree very well. This is emphasized further
in Fig. 17 where the most accurate recent experimental
results are individually compared to our value for fDs

, and
all except one disagree by less than 1%.
Things have now changed quite significantly since the

summer of 2008 when the most accurate experimental
result for fDs

was 267.9(9.1) MeV [16] and the most
accurate lattice QCD result was 241(3) MeV [3,17], dif-
fering by almost 3%. The experimental average moved
down 5% (1:5%) in early 2010 but has since moved up 1%
to the new world average value and the lattice result has
moved up 3% (2:3%). The discrepancy between experi-
ment and lattice QCD is now only 4% (1:6%) and the
experimental error is now reduced to only twice that of
the lattice QCD error. This marks significant effort both
experimentally and theoretically on this quantity to under-
stand and pin down the original discrepancy. Figure 18
shows the history of fDs

from experiment and lattice QCD
since the first full lattice QCD calculation of 2005.

FIG. 17 (color online). Comparison of our new result for the
Ds decay constant with recent experimental results from CLEO
[21–23] and BABAR [26]. These are derived from leptonic decay
modes of the Ds in various channels, and using Eq. (21) with an
input value for Vcs (see text). The CLEO numbers are taken from
the compilation in [23], using consistent values for Vcs, mDs

and #Ds
and so differ slightly from the historical numbers in

Fig. 18. We also include the HFAG 2010 world average for
experiment [25].
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FIG. 18 (color online). Values for fDs
from experiment and

from lattice QCD since 2005, excluding results from conference
proceedings. Later results from a given collaboration and process
supersede the earlier ones. Experimental results are divided into
those from the !" channel [11,12,15,21,26] (in red) and those
from the #" channel [11,14,21–24,26] (in several # decay
modes, in pink). The HFAG October 2010 world average for
experiment [25] is included as a light orange band. Note that the
leftmost red point (from BABAR [12]) appears with dashed error
bars—the lower value with solid error bars is the result adjusted
by HFAG [65], although this number is not now included in the
HFAG average. Lattice QCD points are in dark blue for full QCD
[3,7]—the rightmost point is from this paper. The light blue point
is from ETMC [49] including only u and d in the sea.
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withNm ! Na ! 4 [15]. We choose c0000 ! 1. This expan-
sion is in powers of quark masses and the QCD scale
parameter !QCD " 0:5 GeV divided by the ultraviolet cut-
off for the lattice theory: !UV " !=a. The fit parameters
are the coefficients cijkl for each of which we use a prior of
0# 1:5, which is conservative [16]. The lattice spacing
effects are dominated by the amh terms. We include both
ams and a!QCD for completeness, but they have a very
small effect because a is small for most of our data. Leaving
out either or both makes no difference to our results.

Our data for five different lattice spacings and a wide
range of masses mHs

are presented with our fit results in
Fig. 1. The reach in mHs

grows as the lattice spacing
decreases (since we restrict amh < 1), and deviations
from the continuum curve get smaller. The fit is excellent,
with a "2 per degree of freedom of 0.36 while fitting all 17
measurements. The small "2 results from our conservative
priors (we get excellent fits and smaller errors with priors
that are half the width).

Having determined the parameters in Eq. (1), the
second step in our analysis is to set MHs

! MBs
, a ! 0,

andm#s
! m#s;phys in that formula to obtain our final value

for fBs
,

fBs
! 0:225$4% GeV; (3)

which agrees well with the previous best NRQCD result of
0.231(15) GeV [17] but is almost 4 times more accurate.
Our result also agrees with the recent result of 0.232
(10) GeV from the ETM collaboration, although that
analysis includes only two of the three light quarks in the
quark sea [18]7 (see [8]).

Our total error is split into its component parts following
the procedure described in [19] to give the error budget in
Table III. It shows that the dominant errors come from
statistical uncertainties in the simulations, the mHs

! mBs

extrapolation, the a2 ! 0 extrapolation, and uncertainties
in the scale-setting parameter r1. Our analysis of fDs

in [6]
indicates that finite volume errors, errors due to mistuned
sea-quark masses, errors from the lack of electromagnetic
corrections, and errors due to lack of c quarks in the sea are
all significantly less than 1%, and so negligible compared
with our other uncertainties. Our final result is also insen-
sitive to the detailed form of the fit function; for example,
doubling the number of terms has negligible effect (0:03$)
on the errors and value.
We have also included in Fig. 1 (right) a plot of

!!!!!!!!!
mHs

p
fHs

for different values of mHs
. This shows that there are large

nonleading terms in fHs
, beyond the leading 1=

!!!!!!!!!
mHs

p
behavior predicted by HQET. Our simulation nevertheless
provides evidence for the leading term. Treating exponent
b in Eq. (1) as a fit parameter, rather than setting it equal to
&0:5, we find a best-fit value of b ! &0:51$13%, in ex-
cellent agreement with the HQET prediction. This is the
first empirical evidence for this behavior.

FIG. 1 (color online). The leptonic decay constant fHs
for pseudoscalar h"s mesons Hs, plotted on the left versus the Hs mass

as the h-quark’s mass is varied. The solid line and gray band show our best-fit estimates for the decay constants extrapolated
to zero lattice spacing. Best-fit results (dashed lines) and simulation data are also shown for five different lattice spacings, with
results for smaller lattice spacings extending to higher masses (since we restrict amh < 1). The simulation data points have
been corrected for small mistunings of the s quark’s mass. On the right the same simulation data and fits are plotted for

!!!!!!!!!
mHs

p
fHs

versus 1=mHs
.

TABLE III. Dominant sources of uncertainty in our determi-
nations of the Bs decay constant and the Bs & #b mass differ-
ence. Contributions are shown from the extrapolations inmHs

, a2

and ms, as well as statistical errors in the simulation data and
errors associated with the scale-setting parameter r1. Other
errors are negligible.

fBs
mBs

&m#b
=2

Monte Carlo statistics 1.30% 1.49%
mHs

! mBs
extrapolation 0.81 0.05

r1 uncertainty 0.74 0.33
a2 ! 0 extrapolation 0.63 0.76
m#s

! m#s;phys extrapolation 0.13 0.18
r1=a uncertainties 0.12 0.17
Total 1.82% 1.73%

HIGH-PRECISION fBs
AND HEAVY QUARK . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 00

RAPID COMMUNICATIONS

3

Mapping out dependence on heavy quark mass ...

fBs < fDs fBs = 225(4)MeV

uses HISQ and multiple m and a. Finest: a=0.045fm

but only by 10%:
fBs/fDs = 0.906(14)

expt:
(Belle 2012 using unitarity Vub)

HPQCD: 
C McNeile 
et al,
1110.4510. 

Tests
HQET

fB = 211(28)MeV
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;# CW5$%B&.*C+1-*./1FKW@?1

11BaBar Symposium April 2009 

Enables SM branching fraction to be determined for: 

Br(Bs → µ+µ−) = Af2
Bs

MBs |V ∗
tbVts|2τ(Bs)

Result from lattice QCD fBs:
3.64(23)× 10−9

Now seen by LHCb at 
around the SM rate. 
Improved accuracy will 
allow strong test against 
SM.

LHCb: November 2012

(very similar result using lattice QCD 
mixing rate ratio) E. Gamiz: CKM 2012
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Semileptonic form factors Vqq�

‘3point function’ - amplitude

DK

J

T

t

< K|V µ|D >= f+(q2)
�
pµ

D + pµ
K −

M2
D −M2

K

q2
qµ

�

+f0(q2)
M2

D −M2
K

q2
qµ

qµ = pµ
D − pµ

K

< K|S|D >=
M2

D −M2
K

m0c −m0s
f0(q2)

f0(0) = f+(0)

abs. norm. for same c/s 
action HPQCD: 1008.4562

measured by expt
through rate for e.g 
D → Klν
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Semileptonic form factors for charmed mesons:

Comparison to expt gives more detailed test of QCD. 
Note: form factor seems to be independent of spectator 
quark in decay. (not predicted by QCD sum rules ....)

c→ sf+(0) = f0(0)

J. Koponen et 
al, HPQCD, 
CHARM2012 

q2 is 4-mom 
transfer 
between D and 
outgoing 
meson

c s
W
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Figure 8: Ratio of experimental to lattice results in each q2 bin for D → K�ν, i.e.
|Vcs|2 extracted from that bin directly. The experimental results are from [7, 8, 9, 10].
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Convert to decay rate in q2 bins to compare to experiment: 
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Figure 9: Our determination of Vcs from this Lattice QCD study combined with

various sets of experimental results. D → K�ν experimental results are from [7, 8, 9,

10]. The decay constant fDs is from [1] and leptonic decay rates are from [11].
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Summary of Vcs determinations using lattice + expt

J. Koponen et al, HPQCD, CHARM2012 and in preparation
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Electromagnetic decays of charmonium  
no CKM uncertainties!
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Our results for fJ/ψ/Z are given in Table II. The

final column of that table gives the values of Z deter-

mined from current-current correlators as described in

Appendix B. This method uses continuum perturbation

theory through O(α3
s) to normalise the lattice QCD cor-

relators at small times. Z then results from a combina-

tion of non-perturbative lattice QCD calculations with

continuum perturbation theory in a similar approach to

that of the RI-MOM scheme3 used to renormalise the cur-

rents for the same calculation using twisted mass quarks

in [10]. The current-current correlator method has the

advantage that we can use the same correlators from

which we also extract, at large times, the nonpertur-

bative information on the ground-state mass and decay

constant. Indeed this allows some cancellation of dis-

cretisation errors apparent in the unrenormalized decay

constant.

Multiplying fJ/ψ/Z by Z and then by a−1 in GeV

gives the physical results for the decay constant plotted

in Figure 3. We fit these to the same function of lat-

tice spacing and sea quark mass used for the hyperfine

splitting, eq. (3). The only differences are that the prior

on f0 is taken as 0.5(5) in this case and the priors on

the slope of the variation of fJ/ψ with Mηc are taken as:

d0, 0.065(5) and d1, 0.00(25). These are informed by the

variation we see for the deliberately mistuned c mass on

set 2 and also by our extensive study of the behaviour of

fηc with Mηc in [2]. There we find a strong a-dependence
in the slope of the decay constant with mass and so we

allow for that here.

The physical result that we obtain in the continuum

limit is:

fJ/ψ = 405(6)(2)MeV. (9)

The first error is from the fit and is dominated by the

error from the Z factor. The second error is an estimate

of systematic effects from missing electromagnetism in

our lattice QCD calculation [2]. The effect of missing

c-in-the-sea is negligible in this case. A complete error

budget is given in Table III.

The leptonic width is determined by the amplitude of

the ground-state that dominates the correlator at large

times. We can also determine the charm contribution

to Re+e− through the time moments of the J/ψ correla-

tor which depend on the behaviour at short times. The

moments are defined by:

GV
n = Z2CV

n = Z2
�

t̃

t̃nCJ/ψ(t̃) (10)

where t̃ is lattice time symmetrised around the centre of

the lattice (see Appendix B). Results for (GV
n /Z

2)1/(n−2)

in lattice units on each of our ensembles are given in Ta-

ble IV for n = 4, 6, 8 and 10. The power 1/(n − 2) is

3 This method is often called ‘nonperturbative’ in the lattice QCD
literature.
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FIG. 3: Results for the charmonium vector decay constant
plotted as a function of lattice spacing. For the x-axis we use
(mca)

2 to allow the a-dependence of our fit function (eq. (3))
(blue dashed line with grey error band) to be displayed sim-
ply. The data points have been corrected for c quark mass
mistuning and sea quark mass effects, but the corrections are
smaller than the error bars. We do not include on the plot the
deliberately mistuned c mass but it is included in the fit to
constrain the c mass dependence. The errors shown include
(and are dominated by) uncertainties from the determination
of the current renormalization factor, Z, that are correlated
between the points. The experimental average is plotted as
the black point at the origin, offset slightly from the y-axis
for clarity.

taken to reduce all the moments to the same dimension.

We take the Z factor for the vector current to be the

same one used for the leptonic width above, determined

in Appendix B. Figure 4 then shows the physical results

for the moments as a function of lattice spacing. The

gray bands show our fits which use the same function of

lattice spacing and sea quark masses as given in eq. (3).

We reduce the prior width on the lattice spacing depen-

dent terms by a factor of 4 because the moments are not

as sensitive to short distances as the leptonic width or

hyperfine splitting.

The physical results that we obtain for each moment

in the continuum limit are given by:

(GV
4 )

1/2
= 0.3152(41)(9)GeV

−1

(GV
6 )

1/4
= 0.6695(57)(13)GeV

−1

(GV
8 )

1/6
= 0.9967(65)(10)GeV

−1

(GV
10)

1/8
= 1.3050(65)(6)GeV

−1. (11)

The first error comes from the fit and the second allows

for electromagnetism (e.g. photons in the final state)

missing from our calculation but present in experiment.

The error is estimated by substituting αQED for αs in

the perturbative QCD analysis of the moments [22]. A

complete error budget for our results is given in Table V.

The results agree well with the values extracted for the

q2 derivative moments, Mk (n = 2k + 2), of the charm

quark vacuum polarization using experimental values for
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FIG. 7: Results for the vector form factor at q2 = 0 for J/ψ →
ηc decay plotted as a function of lattice spacing. The filled
blue circles are from our preferred jpsigamma0 method; the
open blue circles are from the etacgamma0 method. For the
x-axis we use (mca)

2 to allow the a-dependence of our fit
function to be displayed simply (blue dashed line and grey
band). The fit is to results from the jpsigamma0 method. The
errors shown include statistical errors and errors from the Z
factor. The experimental result extracted from the branching
fraction for J/ψ → γηc is plotted as the black point offset
slightly from the origin for clarity.

state to ground-state and oscillating to ground state am-
plitudes also. Most of these do not have a significant
signal. Indeed the excited state to ground state ampli-
tudes are very small, as expected since they correspond
to a hindered M1 transition. A non-zero result is seen
for the transition between the oscillating partner of the
ηc (in the etacgamma0 method) and the J/ψ. This corre-
sponds to the E1 χc0 to J/ψ decay, but not at the correct
kinematics for that decay. Likewise a signal is seen for E1
hc → ηc decay in jpsigamma0 method. We will discuss
these transitions further elsewhere.

From eq. (27) we can determine V (0) given a value
for V nn

00 and a renormalisation factor, Z. For Z we
use the fully nonperturbative vector form factor method
described in Appendix B 2 which normalises the local
charm-charm vector current that we are using here by
demanding that its form factor is 1 between identical
mesons at q2 = 0. This requires a non-staggered specta-
tor quark and we use NRQCD for this. The determina-
tion of Zff then needs the calculation of the form factor
of the temporal component of the vector current between
two Bc-like mesons (the mesons do not have to be real
Bc mesons) at rest. Zff can be determined with a sta-
tistical uncertainty of 0.1% this way. Details are given in
Appendix B 2.

The values for Z are given in Table IX of Appendix B 2
and the values we use here are reproduced in Table VI
along with our results for V nn

00 , V (0)/Z and the ηc and
J/ψ masses and energies. The table is divided into two

with the upper results from the jpsigamma0 method and
the lower results from the etacgamma0 method. The two
methods give results for V (0)/Z in good agreement, but
the jpsigamma0 results are statistically more accurate.
This is then our preferred method and the one that we
will use for our final result. The agreement between the
two methods to within the 2% statistical errors is a strong
test of the control of discretisation errors in the HISQ
formalism.
Table IX also gives results that allow us to test to what

extent V (0) depends onmc and the precise tuning of q2 to
zero. On set 2 we have deliberately mistuned the c quark
mass by 5% and see that it makes no significant difference
to V (0) within our 2% statistical errors. q2 is tuned to
zero typically within our statistical errors of (10MeV)2.
On set 2 comparison between two different values of q2

shows no effect within our 1% statistical errors. We use
the value closest to q2 = 0 in our fits below. These are
both good tests of the robustness of our results to the
tuning of parameters.
Figure 7 shows our results for V (0) plotted as a func-

tion of the lattice spacing. To determine the physical
value we use a fit similar to that for the hyperfine split-
ting and leptonic decay constant given in eq. 3. We sim-
plify the fit slightly in dropping the tuning for the phys-
ical c mass since our results in Table VI show negligible
dependence on the c quark mass. We take the prior on
the physical value to be 2.0(0.5) and allow for terms in
(mca)2i up to i = 5. We take the prior on the leading
(mca)2 term to be 0.0(3) since tree-level a2 errors are re-
moved in the HISQ action. We take linear and quadratic
terms in 2δxl+ δxs and allow a2 dependence multiplying
the linear term.
The physical value for V (0) from the fit is 1.90(7) from

the jpsigamma0 method. The etacgamma0 method gives
a result in good agreement with a very similar error. The
error is dominated by that from the extrapolation in the
lattice spacing. In fact there is no visible lattice spacing
dependence in our results and it could be argued that,
in a transition from J/ψ to ηc that probes relatively low
momenta, the relevant scale for discretisation errors is
well below mc. However, to be conservative, we allow
discretisation errors to depend on (mca)2 and allow for
multiple powers to appear.
We have also tested extrapolations of V (0) to the phys-

ical point using alternative definitions of the renormali-
sation of the current. We get the same answer using Zff

values taken from Bc → Bc form factors with a heavier
b quark mass, as given in Appendix B 2. We also get a
result in good agreement if we use values for Z from Zcc

given in Appendix B 1.
Our physical result for V (0) is for a world that does

not include electromagnetism, c-in-the-sea or allow for ηc
annihilation. The effect of missing electromagnetism is
similar to that for the decay constant and so we allow
the same additional systematic error of 0.5%. We expect
c-in the sea effects to be negligible, as for the decay con-
stant. ηc annihilation affects the mass difference between

J/ψ → e+e−

experiment

8

ηc J/ψ

T

t

0
1

23 V

Monday, 13 August 2012

FIG. 5: A schematic diagram of the connected ‘3-point’ func-
tion in lattice QCD for J/ψ to ηc radiative decay. The lines
all represent c quark propagators in this case. The propagator
labelled 1 is the spectator quark; 2 and 3 are the initial and
final active quarks respectively. 0 and T label the position
in time of the ηc and J/ψ operators. The vector current is
inserted at time t which takes all values between 0 and T .

The most recent experimental result from CLEO-c [26]

of 1.98(31)% for the branching fraction, combined with

the total width of the J/ψ of 92.9(2.8) keV [7] gives

V (0)expt = 1.63(14), (15)

where we have used αQED = 1/137 and |�q| = (MJ/ψ −
Mηc)(MJ/ψ + Mηc)/(2MJ/ψ). The value of |�q| from ex-

periment is 0.1137(11) GeV where the error comes from

the uncertainty in the ηc mass. V (0) is then the quantity

that can be calculated in lattice QCD and compared to

experiment.

The radiative decay of the J/ψ to ηc meson needs the

calculation of a ‘3-point’ function in lattice QCD. The

3 points (in lattice time) correspond to: the position of

the ηc operator, which we take as the origin; the position

of the J/ψ operator which we denote T and the position

of the insertion of a vector operator, V = cγµc, which
couples to the photon at time t. t varies from 0 to T .
Sums over spatial points are implied at each time. The

‘connected’ correlator that we calculate is illustrated in

Figure 5. Disconnected correlators are expected to be

negligible here based on perturbative and phenomeno-

logical arguments [8] and we do not include them.

The 3-point function is calculated in lattice QCD by

combining 3 quark propagators together with appropri-

ate spin projection matrices. As discussed in section II

for staggered quarks these γ matrices become ±1 phases.

Tastes must be combined in a staggered quark correla-

tor so that the overall correlation function is ‘tasteless’.

What this means for a 3-point function is that only cer-

tain taste combinations of J/ψ, ηc and V operators are

allowed. To optimise statistical errors we need to keep to

a minimum the amount of point-splitting in the opera-

tors. It is also convenient, for renormalisation purposes,

to have a vector current, V, which corresponds to a lo-

cal operator (and this is also what we used for the decay

constant in section III B).

We therefore choose the ηc operator to be the local γ5
operator (so that the ηc is the Goldstone pseudoscalar

with spin-taste γ5 ⊗ γ5) and the J/ψ operator to be a

one-link separated γ0γi operator in which the polarisa-

tion of the J/ψ and the one-link separation are both in

an orthogonal spatial direction to the polarisation of the

vector current, V = cγkc (this J/ψ has spin-taste struc-

ture γ0γi ⊗ γ0γiγj).
To implement this configuration is simple. The specta-

tor quark propagator (number 1 in Figure 5) is generated

from the default random wall at time 0. Active propa-

gator 2 is then generated from a source which is made

from a symmetric point-splitting of propagator 1 at time

T patterned by a phase. For a J/ψ with polarisation

x we take a point-splitting in the y direction and phase

(−1)x+z. Active propagator 3 is made from the same

default random wall as 1. Finally 2 and 3 are combined

together at t by summing over space with a patterning

of (−1)z to implement a local vector current in the z
direction.

To achieve the configuration corresponding to q2 = 0

we keep the J/ψ at rest in the frame of the lattice and

give the ηc an appropriate spatial momentum. The ηc
momentum is implemented by calculating propagator 3

with a ‘twisted boundary condition’ [27, 28]. If propaga-

tor 3 is calculated with boundary condition:

χ(x+ êjL) = e2πiθjχ(x), (16)

then the momentum of the ηc meson made by combining

propagators 1 and 3 with our random wall sources and

summing over spatial sites at the sink is:

pj =
2π

Ls
θj . (17)

The boundary condition in eq. (16) is actually imple-

mented by multiplying the gluon links in the j direction

by phase exp(2πiθj/Ls). We take j to be the y direction

here so that the momentum is in an orthogonal direction

to the polarisation of both the J/ψ and V.
The 3-point function is then given by:

C3pt(0, t, T ) =
�

sT ,st

1

4
(−1)

xT+zT (−1)
zt × (18)

Tr

�
g(t, T )[g(T + 1y, 0) + g(T − 1y, 0)]g

†
θ(t, 0)

�

where g represent staggered c quark propagators, with

gθ computed with a phase on the gluon field, the trace

is over color and sums are done over spatial sites st and
sT at t and T . The 1/4 is the taste factor for the nor-

malisation of a staggered quark loop. The corresponding

2-point function for the ηc meson is

Cηc,2pt(0, t) =
�

st

1

4
× Tr

�
g(t, 0)g†θ(t, 0)

�
. (19)

J/ψ → γηcLattice QCD is only 
method that can give 
few% precision

G. Donald et al, HPQCD,1208.2855
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Set mca
�

GV
4

Z2a2

�1/2 �
GV

6
Z2a4

�1/4 �
GV

8
Z2a6

�1/6 �
GV

10
Z2a8

�1/8

1 0.622 0.5399(1) 1.2162(1) 1.7732(1) 2.2780(1)
2 0.63 0.5339(1) 1.2054(1) 1.7581(1) 2.2584(1)
2 0.66 0.5135(1) 1.1692(1) 1.7081(1) 2.1941(1)
3 0.617 0.5434(1) 1.2223(1) 1.7817(1) 2.2888(1)
4 0.413 0.7586(1) 1.6351(1) 2.3887(2) 3.0952(2)
5 0.273 1.0681(1) 2.2705(2) 3.3454(3) 4.3601(4)
6 0.193 1.4323(3) 3.0397(5) 4.4990(7) 5.8738(8)

TABLE IV: Results in lattice units for time moments of the
J/ψ correlator as defined in eq. (10). We give results for n=4,
6, 8 and 10.

(GV
4 )1/2 (GV

6 )1/4 (GV
8 )1/6 (GV

10)
1/8

(amc)
2 extrapolation 0.18 0.18 0.16 0.16

statistics 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03
lattice spacing 0.32 0.51 0.43 0.30
sea quark extrapolation 0.14 0.13 0.12 0.12
Mηc tuning 0.15 0.18 0.17 0.16
Z 1.23 0.61 0.41 0.31
electromagnetism 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.05
Total (%) 1.3 0.9 0.7 0.5

TABLE V: Complete error budget for the time moments of
the J/ψ correlator as a percentage of the final answer.

Re+e− = σ(e+e− → hadrons)/σpt [22, 23]. The values,
extracted from experiment by [22] and appropriately nor-
malised for the comparison to ours, are:

(M exp
1 4!/(12π2e2c))

1/2 = 0.3142(22)GeV−1

(M exp
2 6!/(12π2e2c))

1/4 = 0.6727(30)GeV−1

(M exp
3 8!/(12π2e2c))

1/6 = 1.0008(34)GeV−1

(M exp
4 10!/(12π2e2c))

1/8 = 1.3088(35)GeV−1. (12)

Our results from lattice QCD have approximately double
the error of the experimental values but together these
results provide a further test of QCD to better than 1.5%.

C. Γ(J/ψ → γηc)

The radiative decay of the J/ψ meson to the ηc re-
quires the emission of a photon from either the charm
quark or antiquark and a spin-flip, so it is an M1 transi-
tion. Because it is sensitive to relativistic corrections this
rate is hard to predict in nonrelativistic effective theories
and potential models (see, for example, [24, 25]) Here
we use a fully relativistic method in lattice QCD with
a nonperturbatively determined current renormalisation
and so none of these issues apply. In addition, of course,
the lattice QCD result is free from model-dependence.
The quantity that parameterises the nonperturbative

QCD information (akin to the decay constant of the pre-
vious section) is the vector form factor, V (q2), where q2

is the square of the 4-momentum transfer from J/ψ to
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FIG. 4: Results for the 4th, 6th, 8th and 10th time moments
of the charmonium vector correlator shown as blue points and
plotted as a function of lattice spacing. The errors shown (the
same size or smaller than the points) include (and are domi-
nated by) uncertainties from the determination of the current
renormalization factor, Z, that are correlated between the
points. The data points have been corrected for c quark mass
mistuning and sea quark mass effects, but the corrections are
smaller than the error bars (the value for the deliberately
mistuned c mass on set 2 is not shown). The blue dashed
line with grey error band displays our continuum/chiral fit.
Experimental results determined from Re+e− (eq. (12)) are
plotted as the black points at the origin offset slightly from
the y-axis for clarity.

ηc. The form factor is related to the matrix element of
the vector current between the two mesons by:

�ηc(p�)|cγµc|J/ψ(p)� = 2V (q2)

(MJ/ψ +Mηc)
εµαβγp�αpβ�J/ψ,γ

(13)
Note that the right-hand-side vanishes unless all the vec-
tors are in different directions. Here we use a normalisa-
tion for V (q2) appropriate to a lattice QCD calculation
in which the vector current is inserted in one c quark line
only and the quark electric charge (2e/3) is taken as a
separate factor. The decay rate is then given by [8]:

Γ(J/ψ → ηcγ) = αQED
64|�q|3

27(Mηc +MJ/ψ)2
|V (0)|2, (14)

where it is the form factor at q2 = 0 that contributes be-
cause the real photon is massless. |�q| is the corresponding
momentum of the ηc in the J/ψ rest-frame.

Charm contribution to 

V V

Subtract u,d,s using 
pert. th. to get 
contribn of charm 
vector correlator

Mn ≡
�

ds

sn+1
Rc(s)

R =
σ(e+e− → hadrons)

σpt

Lattice calcln:

‘expt’ 
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solid line corresponds to the theoretical prediction, the uncertainties obtained from the
variation of the input parameters and of µ are indicated by the dashed curves. The inner
and outer error bars give the statistical and systematical uncertainty, respectively.

bottom case are obvious.
Below 3.73 GeV only u, d and s quarks are produced. To allow for a smooth transition
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Determining quark masses 

C. McNeile, CTHD et al, 
HPQCD, 0910.3102, 1004.4285

Lattice QCD has direct access to 
parameters in Lagrangian for 
accurate tuning 
- issue is converting to contnm 
schemes such as  

ms(2GeV) = 92.2(1.3)MeV

md(2GeV) = 4.77(15)MeV

mu(2GeV) = 2.01(10)MeV

MS
mc(mc) = 1.273(6)GeV

mb(mb) = 4.165(23)GeV

Using the information about meson masses that we have
on each ensemble we can interpolate to the correct ratio for
am0c and am0s using appropriate continuum values for the
masses of the!c and!s. We correct the experimental value
of m!c

of 2.9803 GeV to m!c;phys ! 2:9852"34# GeV. This
allows for electromagnetic effects (2.4 MeV) [18] and !c

annihilation to gluons (2.5 MeV) [11], both of which are
missing from our calculation, so increasing the !c mass.
We take a 50% error on each of these corrections and also
increase the experimental error to 3 MeV to allow for the
spread of results from different !c production mechanisms
[1]. Since the total shift is only around 0.2% of the !c mass
it has a negligible effect as can be seen from our error
budget below.

The !s is not a physical particle in the real world
because of mixing with other flavor neutral combinations
to make the ! and!0. However, in lattice QCD, the particle
calculated (as here) from only ‘‘connected’’ quark prop-
agtors does not mix and is a well-defined meson. Its mass
must be determined by relating its properties to those of
mesons such as the " and K that do appear in experiment.
From an analysis of the lattice spacing and ml dependence
of the ", K, and !s masses we conclude that the value of
the !s mass in the continuum and physical ml limits is
0.6858(40) GeV [18].

The connection between the MS mass at a scale # and
the lattice bare quark mass is given by [10,20]

!m"##!am0

a
Zm"#a;m0a#;

Zm!1$$s

!
% 2

"
log"#a#$C$b"am0#2$ . . .

"
$ . . . :

(2)

From these two equations it is clear that

!mc"##
!ms"## ! am0c

am0s

########phys
; (3)

where phys denotes extrapolation to the continuum limit
and physical sea-quark mass limit.

On each ensemble the ratios we have for am0c=am0s

then differ from the physical value because of three effects:
mistuning from the correct physical meson mass; finite a
effects that need to be extrapolated away and effects be-
cause the sea light quark masses are not correct. We
incorporate these into our fitting function:

m0c

m0s

########lat
!m0c

m0s

########phys
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%c !
m!c;MC %m!c;phys

m!c;phys
; %s !

m2
!s;MC %m2

!s;phys

m2
!s;phys

(5)

are the measures of mistuning, where MC denotes lattice
values converted to physical units. The last bracket fits the
finite lattice spacing effects as a power series in even
powers of a. These can either have a scale set by mc (for
which we use am!c

=2) or by "QCD (for which we use
am!s

). i, j, k, l all start from zero and are varied in the
ranges: i, j ' 3, k ' 6, l ' 2 with i$ j$ k$ l ' 6.
Doubling any of the upper limits has negligible effect on
the final result. The prior on cijkl is set to 0(1). %m

sea
tot is the

total difference between the sea-quark masses used in the

TABLE II. Results for the masses in lattice units of the gold-
stone pseudoscalars made from valence HISQ charm or strange
quarks on the different MILC ensembles enumerated in Table I.
Columns 2 and 3 give the corresponding bare charm quark mass,
and Naik coefficient, respectively. Column 6 gives the bare
strange quark mass (& ! 0 in that case).

Set am0c 1$ & am!c
am0s am!s

1 0.81 0.665 2.193 81(16) 0.061 0.504 90(36)
0.825 0.656 2.220 13(15) 0.066 0.525 24(36)
0.85 0.641 2.263 52(15) 0.080 0.578 28(34)

2 0.825 0.656 2.219 54(13) 0.066 0.524 58(35)
3 0.65 0.762 1.845 78(8) 0.0537 0.431 18(18)
4 0.63 0.774 1.808 49(11) 0.0492 0.414 36(23)

0.66 0.756 1.866 74(19) 0.0546 0.436 54(24)
0.72 0.72 1.981 14(15) 0.054 65 0.436 75(24)
0.753 0.70 2.042 93(10) 0.06 0.457 87(23)

0.063 0.469 37(24)
5 0.413 0.893 1.280 57(7) 0.0337 0.294 13(12)

0.43 0.885 1.316 91(7) 0.0358 0.303 32(12)
0.44 0.88 1.338 16(7) 0.0366 0.306 75(12)
0.45 0.875 1.359 34(7) 0.0382 0.313 62(14)

6 0.427 0.885 1.307 31(10) 0.036 35 0.305 13(20)
7 0.273 0.951 0.899 32(12) 0.0228 0.206 21(19)

0.28 0.949 0.915 51(9) 0.024 0.211 96(13)
8 0.195 0.975 0.671 19(6) 0.0165 0.154 84(14)

0.018 0.162 09(17)

FIG. 1 (color online). Gray points show the raw data for every
ratio of mc=ms on each ensemble (Table II); these ratios are fit to
Eq. (4). The dashed line and associated grey error band (and red
point at a ! 0) show our extrapolation of the resulting tuned
mc=ms to the continuum limit. Blue points with error bars are
from a simple interpolation, separately for each ensemble, to the
correct mc=ms, and are shown for illustration.

P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S

3 3

quark mass ratios very accurate:
e.g. mc/ms, mb/mc, ms/mu,d
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post-2010: Strong convergence of lattice results for strange 
quark mass 

Lattice averages:

J. Laiho, E. 
Lunghi, R. Van der 
Water
latticeaverages.org

1% 
accuracy
achieved

ms(MS, 2GeV) = 93.4(1.1)MeV
ms

mu +md
= 27.56(14)
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Determining   αs

Key points:
• high statistical 
precision
• high order (NNLO)
pert. th. exists and can 
estimate higher orders
• nonpert. systs. not a 
significant issue
• approaches very 
different - good test

Lattice QCD now has several determns of       to 1%. 
Dominate world average : 0.1184(7)

αs

 CTHD et al,HPQCD 0807.1687; 1004.4285;  

see 2011 Munich 
alphas workshop
Shintani LAT11

9. Quantum chromodynamics 29

overall !2 to the central value is determined. If this initial !2 is larger than the number
of degrees of freedom, i.e. larger than the number of individual inputs minus one, then
all individual errors are enlarged by a common factor such that !2/d.o.f. equals unity.
If the initial value of !2 is smaller than the number of degrees of freedom, an overall,
a-priori unknown correlation coe!cient is introduced and determined by requiring that
the total !2/d.o.f. of the combination equals unity. In both cases, the resulting final
overall uncertainty of the central value of "s is larger than the initial estimate of a
Gaussian error.

This procedure is only meaningful if the individual measurements are known not to
be correlated to large degrees, i.e. if they are not - for instance - based on the same
input data, and if the input values are largely compatible with each other and with the
resulting central value, within their assigned uncertainties. The list of selected individual
measurements discussed above, however, violates both these requirements: there are
several measurements based on (partly or fully) identical data sets, and there are results
which apparently do not agree with others and/or with the resulting central value, within
their assigned individual uncertainty. Examples for the first case are results from the
hadronic width of the # lepton, from DIS processes and from jets and event shapes in
e+e! final states. An example of the second case is the apparent disagreement between
results from the # width and those from DIS [264] or from Thrust distributions in e+e!

annihilation [278].

0.11 0.12 0.13
!!    ((""    ))s ##

Lattice
DIS 
e+e- annihilation

$-decays 

Z pole fits 

Figure 9.3: Summary of values of "s(M2
Z) obtained for various sub-classes

of measurements (see Fig. 9.2 (a) to (d)). The new world average value of
"s(M2

Z) = 0.1184 ± 0.0007 is indicated by the dashed line and the shaded band.

Due to these obstacles, we have chosen to determine pre-averages for each class of
measurements, and then to combine those to the final world average value of "s(MZ),
using the methods of error treatment as just described. The five pre-averages are
summarized in Fig. 9.3; we recall that these are exclusively obtained from extractions
which are based on (at least) full NNLO QCD predictions, and are published in
peer-reviewed journals at the time of completing this Review. From these, we determine
the new world average value of

"s(M
2
Z) = 0.1184 ± 0.0007 , (9.23)

June 29, 2012 14:54
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0.11 0.12 0.13
!!    ((""    ))s ##

HPQCD (Wilson loops)

Maltman (Wilson loops)

JLQCD (Adler functions)

PACS-CS (vac. pol. fctns.)

0.11 0.12 0.13
!!    ((""    ))s ##

ALEPH (j&s)

Abbate et al. (T)

JADE  (j&s)
OPAL  (j&s)

Dissertori et al. (3j)

0.30 0.32 0.34 0.36
!!    ((""    ))s $$

Narison

Davier

Baikov
Beneke

Maltman

Caprini

0.11 0.12 0.13
!!    ((""    ))s ##

ABKM
BBG
JR
MSTW

!"# !$#

!%#
!&#

HPQCD (c-c correlators)

NNPDF

SM review

Figure 9.2: Summary of determinations of !s from hadronic " -decays (a), from
lattice calculations (b), from DIS structure functions (c) and from event shapes and
jet production in e+e!-annihilation (d). The shaded bands indicate the average
values chosen to be included in the determination of the new world average of !s.

model and constraints on new physics from data at the Z-pole, !s(M2
Z) = 0.1197± 0.0028

will be used instead, as it is based on a more constrained data set where QCD corrections
directly enter through the hadronic decay width of the Z. We note that all these
results from electroweak precision data, however, strongly depend on the strict validity
of Standard Model predictions and the existence of the minimal Higgs mechanism to
implement electroweak symmetry breaking. Any - even small - deviation of nature from
this model could strongly influence this extraction of !s.

Determination of the world average value of !s(M2
Z)

A non-trivial exercise consists in the evaluation of a world-average value for !s(M2
Z).

A certain arbitrariness and subjective component is inevitable because of the choice of
measurements to be included in the average, the treatment of (non-Gaussian) systematic
uncertainties of mostly theoretical nature, as well as the treatment of correlations among
the various inputs, of theoretical as well as experimental origin. In earlier reviews
[243–245] an attempt was made to take account of such correlations, using methods as
proposed, e.g., in Ref. 281, and - likewise - to treat cases of apparent incompatibilities
or possibly underestimated systematic uncertainties in a meaningful and well defined
manner:

The central value is determined as the weighted average of the di!erent input values.
An initial error of the central value is determined treating the uncertainties of all
individual measurements as being uncorrelated and being of Gaussian nature, and the

July 9, 2012 19:53
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Future with STFC’s new £15M DiRAC HPC facility

!

We use Darwin@Cambridge - 9600 core 
Sandybridge cluster - 93 in top 500. 
Allows us to work at physical u/d quark 
masses - no extrapolation needed!

5 machines at 4 sites, to cover pp, np and astro theory

intra-cluster network 
switch in Darwin 
(largest and fastest in 
UK)
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Calculations at physical u/d quark masses

R. Dowdall et al,HPQCD in prep.
In progress: e.m. form factor of the physical pion. 
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Future
• sets of ‘2nd generation’ gluon configs now have 
            at physical value (so no extrapoln) or 
         down to 0.05fm (so b quarks are ‘light’) or
much higher statistics (for e.g. flavour singlet states)
also can include charm in the sea now. 

mu,d

a

• Aim for 1% errors for B and Bs physics 

Conclusion
•  Lattice QCD results for gold-plated hadron masses and 
decay constants now providing stringent tests of QCD/SM. 
• Gives QCD parameters and some CKM elements to 1%.
• BSM constraints and tests of sum rules/HQET etc. 

• Harder calculations (flavor singlet, excited states, 
nuclear physics) will improve
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Spares
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Enrico Lunghi

UTd : the complete fit 

The fit tests the combination of SM (intended as the underlying theory only), 
experimental results and theoretical inputs (lattice-QCD, perturbative QCD)
Glaring problems are: 

inclusive vs exclusive

             vs 

Vub

sin(2β) BR(B → τν)

13

Unitarity of CKM matrix tested using 
lattice QCD results

E. Lunghi, LAT11

Tensions in UT at 2-3     level - improve precision further

Problems :                           
sin(2β)vs.Br(B → τν)
Vub,excl.vs.Vub,incl.

σ
excl. uses lattice, incl. does not
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B, Bs decay constant update 2011

191(9) 226(10)

225(4)

242(10)
197(9)

232(10)

interp.ratio

172(12) Fritzsch (Fri)

static +1/M
cont. + chiral extrap
a:0.075,0.065,0.048 fm

fB average : 194(7) MeV

NOTE: 
fBs < fDs now quite clear

down from 2010
247(40)

fB expt
(Bs has no 
leptonic decay)

195(12)

 150  170  190  210  230  250  270
fBx

 / MeV

PDG av BR(B-> ) 
+ PDG av Vub 

HPQCD NRQCD 
1110.4510

HPQCD HISQ 
prelim.
FNAL/MILC 1112.3051

ETMC 1107.1441

ALPHA LAT11

fB fBs

u, d sea
u, d, s sea
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Look at error budgets to see how things will improve in future ...
A Very Good Error Budget

(one omission)

chiral expansions simultaneously to our ! and K masses
and decay constants. We do the same for the masses and
decay constants of the D and Ds. Given the couplings, we
tune mu=d and ms so that our formulas give the experimen-
tal values for m! and mK after correcting for the u=d mass
difference and electromagnetic effects [8,18].

We find that finite a errors are 2–3.5 times smaller with
the HISQ quark action than with the asqtad action, but still
visible in our results. We combine the extrapolation to a !
0 with the quark-mass extrapolation by adding a2 depen-
dence to our chiral formulas. We expect leading discretiza-
tion errors of various types: "sa2 and a4 errors from
conventional sources; and "3

sa2, "3
sa2 log"xu;d#, and

"3
sa2xu;d from residual taste-changing interactions among

the valence and sea light quarks. We do not have sufficient
data to distinguish between these different functional
forms, but we include all of them (with appropriate priors
for their coefficients) in our fits so that uncertainties in the
functional dependence on a2 are correctly reflected in our
final error analysis. The a2 extrapolations are sufficiently
small with HISQ (1% or less for ! and K from fine results
to the continuum; 2% for D and Ds) that the associated
uncertainties in our final results are typically less than
0.5%. The combined chiral and continuum Bayesian fits
have 45 parameters for D=Ds and 48 for !=K with 28 data
points for each fit [19].

Figure 1 shows the masses of the D and Ds as a function
of u=d quark mass. To reduce uncertainties from the scale
and from c quark-mass tuning, the meson masses were
obtained from mDq

$m#c
=2%m#cexpt=2. The lines show

our simultaneous chiral fits at each value of the lattice
spacing, and the dashed line shows the consequent extrapo-
lation to a ! 0. The shaded bands give our final results:
mDs

! 1:962"6# GeV and mD ! 1:868"7# GeV. Experi-
mental results are 1.968 GeV and 1.869 GeV, respectively.
We also obtain "2mDs

$m#c
#="2mD $m#c

# ! 1:251"15#,
in excellent agreement with experiment, 1.260(2) [2]. This
last quantity is a nontrivial test of lattice QCD, since we are
accurately reproducing the difference in binding energies
between a heavy-heavy state (the #c used to determine mc)
and a heavy-light state (the D and Ds). Table II gives our
complete error budget for this quantity.

Figure 2 similarly shows our results for decay constants
on each ensemble with complete error budgets in Table II.
fK and f! show very small discretization effects and good
agreement with experiment when Vud is taken from nuclear
$ decay and Vus from Kl3 decays [2]. We obtain f! !
132"2# MeV and fK ! 157"2# MeV. Alternatively our re-
sult for fK=f! [1.189(7)] can be used, with experimental
leptonic branching fractions [8,23], to give Vus. Using the
recent KLOE result for K [24,25], we obtain Vus !
0:2262"13#"4# where the first error is theoretical and the
second experimental. This agrees with, but improves on,
the Kl3 result. Then 1$ V2

ud $ V2
us $ V2

ub ! 0:0006"8#, a
precise test of CKM matrix first-row unitarity.
fD and fDs

show larger discretization effects but a more
benign chiral extrapolation. Our final results are fDs

!
241"3# MeV, fD!207"4#MeV, and fDs

=fD!1:164"11#.
These results are 4–5 times more accurate than previous
full lattice QCD results [6] and existing experimental
determinations. An interesting quantity is the double ratio
"fDs

=fD#="fK=f!#. It is estimated to be close to 1 from low
order chiral perturbation theory [26]. We are able to make a

FIG. 1 (color online). Masses of the D% and Ds mesons as a
function of the u=d mass in units of the s mass at three values of
the lattice spacing. The very coarse results are the top ones in
each set, then coarse, then fine. The lines give the simultaneous
chiral fits, and the dashed line gives the continuum extrapolation
as described in the text. Our final error bars, including the overall
scale uncertainty, are given by the shaded bands. These are offset
from the dashed lines by an estimate of electromagnetic, mu !
md, and other systematic corrections to the masses. The experi-
mental results are marked at the physical md=ms.

TABLE II. Error budget (in %) for our decay constants and
mass ratio, where !x ! 2mDx

$m#c
. The errors are defined so

that it is easy to see how improvement will reduce them; e.g., the
statistical uncertainty is the outcome of our fit, so that quadru-
pling statistics will halve it. The a2 and mu=d extrapolation errors
are the pieces of the Bayesian error that depend upon the prior
widths in those extrapolations. ‘‘ms evolution’’ refers to the error
in running the quark masses to the same scale from different a
values for the chiral extrapolation. The r1 uncertainty comes
from the error in the physical value of r1, and the finite volume
uncertainty allows for a 50% error in our finite volume adjust-
ments described in the text.

fK=f! fK f! fDs
=fD fDs

fD !s=!d

r1 uncerty. 0.3 1.1 1.4 0.4 1.0 1.4 0.7
a2 extrap. 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.5
Finite vol. 0.4 0.4 0.8 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.1
mu=d extrap. 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.2
Stat. errors 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6
ms evoln. 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.5
md, QED, etc. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.5

Total % 0.6 1.3 1.7 0.9 1.3 1.8 1.2

PRL 100, 062002 (2008) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
15 FEBRUARY 2008

062002-3

!q = 2mDq – m"c 

charmed sea     << 0.5%?
41

stats

tuning

chiral

continuum

Monday, April 26, 2010
for different quantities different systematics are important 
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